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GLOMSKI
GRAPEVINE
Scavenger: Impossible
The Greatest Event Ever

heard it
on the

by Eric Glomski
Founder & Director of Winegrowing

In this issue, we revel in introductions and 
things new. New employees (we have a 
VERY stable staff these days, but a few 
of these folks have not been officially 
introduced!), new wines, new culinary 
offerings and new events.  In some parts 
of PSC, keeping things fresh is super 
important. The wine making team and I 
are constantly inventing new blends and 
are bottling new, special wines all the 
time (for instance, we are working on a 
vermouth right now!). We have recently 
formed a Culinary Panel (consisting of 
myself, our winemaker Corey Turnbull, 
our Tasting Room Manager John Williams, 
our Marketing Manager Luke Bernard, 
and our chef Johnathan Libby) and are 
revisiting every item on our Bistro menu.  
Some items will go away, others will be 
strengthened, and others will be intro-
duced. In this newsletter issue, I’ll let 
everyone else talk about these details 
while I share one new thing that is very 
dear to me – the new PSC Scavenger Hunt. 

For years I have wanted to create an event 
that is not just the ol’ sit and eat and drink 
and talk event. Don’t get me wrong, I 
love eating! I love drinking (of course…) 
and I love conversation. We will always do 
events like Barrels & Burgers, but I 
also want to do things that engage our 
intellects, challenge our senses, probe 
our wine knowledge, task our prob-
lem-solving skills and, most importantly, 
delight our sense of adventure. 
 

Enter, the mission - Scavenger: Impossible!

We have created a 7 step scavenger hunt 
that will accomplish all this and more.  
Other than the intrinsic value and fun of 
participating, there’ll be prizes for those 
who make it to the middle (magnums and 
such) and a grand prize for anyone who 
makes it all the way to the end: We’ll meet 
at my house, raid my cellar, and I’ll cook 
you some of my favorite family dishes.

But…I am jumping ahead…that is at the 
end…and there any many challenges to 
overcome prior to grabbing the prizes.

With the exception of 5 geographic “side 
challenges” (more will be revealed in your 
mission folder) all 7 primary challenges 
take place either in Page Springs or 
virtually/in your head (puzzles etc.). Even 
though you have two weeks, I suppose if 
you are very, very persistent and the stars 
align (because like all good games, this 
hunt is a mix of skill, largely, and luck, 
secondarily) you can knock this whole 
hunt off in a day or two. But, you might 
also want to savor the process and enjoy 
the journey we have created for you. 
You will visit the winery, the grounds, 
the vineyards, and all kinds of special 
places in the Page Springs Valley (I must 
be careful not to give anything away…!). 
As you move closer to your destination, 
don’t forget to relish the journey. If any-
thing, the journey is the most lovingly 
curated portion of this whole endeavor. 
You are welcome to use the internet to 

Continued on page 2

Photo to the right - Scavenger: Impossible!



Hope You Guess My Name
Please allow me to introduce myself, you 
might or might not recognize me. This is 
the first time I’ve been invited to write an 
article and I’m not used to thinking about 
my characteristics. I’m not new to the 
winery and have been on the planet for 
quite a while. I am constantly on the run 
day and night, yet find one of my greater

purposes is to offer a soothing presence 
to our guests at the winery. Although, 
on some days, I have to admit the 
weather affects me and I get pretty 
excited. When the weather is good and 
I’m in a good mood, I tend to bring a 
soothing, mellow and relaxing effect to 
the people around me. When I get ex-
cited, sometimes I can create a feeling of 
exhilaration for folks, but oddly enough, 
my excitement often tends to leave 
people with awe and amazement. 

Whether I’m tranquil or excited, people 
love to listen to me during massages 
and sometimes they can even hear me 
when they’re eating and drinking on the 
vineyard deck. 

I’m not shy, so when people want to take 
my picture, I don’t argue. In fact, a lot of 
people not only want a picture of me, 
but a photo of us together. 

I love being a part of Page Springs 
Cellars and I really hope that I will 
continue to be a part of PSC for the 
longevity or maybe even beyond the 
existence of the company?! Eric has 
noticed that I feel this way and is very 
supportive with this idea. He has many 
friends who value what I have to give 
to the winery and want the best for 
me. He’s even put together a couple of 
parties in my honor and I’ve overheard 
him talking about his gratitude for me. 
I hope that if you haven’t officially met 
me, you take some time to find me 
around the massage room so we can 
get to know each other better.

Cheers! Oops, I forgot to add who I am, 
did you guess?!

PAGE SPRINGS
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solve challenges, but you can’t bribe our staff (hahah!), and you 
can’t creep around the winery after we’re closed…(maybe just a 
bit before we open…😉).

If I am to say anything else about Scavenger: Impossible!, it is 
that it is not impossible. In fact, it’s quite doable. To test things 
out, we have run two employees (one who has been with us 
for a decade and one for only one year) through the whole 
process. We have fine tuned things to make them progressively 
more challenging, but not insurmountable. In fact, everyone 
starts the game with one “mulligan” (if you don’t know what 
this is, look up its use in golf) and you can even get one more 
metaphorical “get out of jail Free” card, or hint, with the side 
challenges I mentioned previously. There is one each in Phoenix, 
Tucson, Flagstaff, Prescott and Cottonwood – but you can only 
choose to do one. That’s two Mulligans in all!

Finally, if more than one person, or couple wins, they can either 
share the grand dinner prize (if the total number of winners 
don’t total over 6 people) or we’ll draw straws. We’ll have a big 
party and awards ceremony at the end of the event on April 
15th (replete with food and wine) and the prizes will be given 
out to those who have succeeded. But! There are no losers. All 
participants are welcome at the party, and we can’t wait to 
see you there. I hope you’ll join us!
 

Glomski Grapevine
Continued from page 1

Who Am I?
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Grand Prize, dinner for 6 prepared by Eric at his home with wine and 
drinks from his personal cellar. 



by Anthony Averbeck, Vineyard Manager

A couple of updates I’d like to share:

The first Arizona Viticulture Summit was 
held in early March through a collabora-
tion of the University of Arizona Cooper-
ative Extension, Arizona Signatures and 
Visit Southern Arizona. It was held in the 
Biosphere 2 outside of Tucson, Arizona 
and its purpose was to help detail and 
expand research and extension plans 
for the industry, including a potential 
research center for Arizona wine grape 
growers. It is an exciting first step in 
elevating grape farming practices in the 
state. A crew of our vineyard team and 
Eric attended this Viticulture Summit 
and are excited about what it has to 
offer going forward. 

Here, at Page Springs Vineyards we are 
very close to finish pruning. Currently 
all that’s left is our young Cinsault and 
Clairette Blanc in our Home Vineyard 
(just below the tasting room). It is a 
bittersweet time for me, I’m happy 
to be finishing and start the growing 
season but also sad because pruning is 
my favorite task in the vineyard. 

We also have some new crew members 
in the vineyard. First we have Danielle 
who is from Jerusalem, Israel where she 
farmed table grapes in a commune. She 
has backpacked all through Europe. She 
enjoys painting, writing and she welds 

metal sculptures. Then we have Bobby 
who started with us in the kitchen 
washing dishes and doing some prep 
work. He comes from Conroe, Texas and 
this is his first vineyard job. He loves it 
because he loves the outdoors. Lastly, 
we have Copper who is from Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin but has lived in Arizona for 
8 years. Through WWOOFing he has 
worked several small scale farms, 
however this is his first vineyard job. He 
enjoys hiking with his Beagle, Mama 
Bear, and he enjoys tennis. On occasion 
he enjoys painting and making jewelry. 

FROM THEVINEYARD
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New Faces in the Vineyard

From left to right: Danielle, Bobby and Copper.



NOTES FROM

THE CELLAR

by Bree Nation

Last year my dear friend and 
roommate Cadyn, whom you 
might know from the tasting 
room, expressed interest in 
helping us for harvest and natu-
rally, I was so excited! Originally, 
Cadyn is from here in Cornville. 
While she’s lived in Arizona for 
a lot of her life, she also spent 
time living elsewhere, including 
Seattle, where she bartended 
at a really cool cocktail bar. She 
has a lot of knowledge about 
bartending and spirits, as well 
as wine and beers, and her thirst 
for more knowledge about wine 
production will far outweigh the 
physical and mental challenges 
of making wine. 2022 harvest, 
she periodically came down to 
the cellar after her tasting room 
shift to see what we were up to 
and helped a bit here and there. 
She’s smart and strong and super 
curious to learn more about the 

fermentation process. Even 
after spending some time with 
us during harvest, grumpy and 
over worked, she wanted more! 
We are very excited to have her 
as a full-time harvest intern this 
year and I can’t wait to put her 
through the ringer, she is going 
to love it! 

Every year when bottling 
season is coming to an end 
and we are approaching our 
harvest season, we are tasked 
with the challenge of finding a 
few harvest interns. We’ve been 
fairly lucky in the four vintages 
that I’ve worked here having 
Seth Morgan each year, whom we 
brought on as a full-time cellar 
hand about a year ago. We’ve 
also been fortunate to have our 
friend Jonny (who Corey went 
to high school with ages ago). 
Jonny has helped us each year 
and having two recurring crew 
members who know the ropes is 
invaluable to us. Our attempts to 
bring in outsiders hasn’t panned 
out too well but fortunately we 
always make it work. Part of the 
reason it is so difficult to find peo-
ple willing to do the job is that 
it’s a full-time gig for about two 
months. It doesn’t pay great and 
while the work is very rewarding, 
if you nerd out about wine, it is 
very hard work. The hours are 
not normal either, Corey and I are 
generally here from 6/7am to at 
least 10pm, and sometimes until 
wee hours of the morning, only 
getting a few hours rest before 
the next day begins. Obviously 
we try to keep our harvest interns on a 
more reasonable time frame, but often 
their intended 8 hour shifts turn into 

10-12 hours of pressure washing sticky 
equipment, which is pretty much an all 
day task when we are processing fruit. 
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Bree and Cadyn, in their natural habitat
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by Kelsey Hammond
Assistant Wine Club Manager

I am excited to introduce our new 
Wine Club Concierge, and coinciden-
tally, my brother Chandler! You may 
have all met Chandler, he is the big 
jolly fella that frequently pours for you 
in the Member’s Lounge and at Wine 
Club Events. Like me, Chandler comes 
from Southern California and attended 
NAU in Flagstaff. After graduating, he 
moved up to Spokane, Washington 
to be closer to our mom and figure 
out next steps. After 7 years in Wash-
ington, Chandler found out that me 
(Kelsey), his lil sis, was pregnant, and 
that was all the motivation he needed 
to move back to AZ and be an Uncle! 
After a bit of convincing on his part, 
Chandler finally agreed to take a job 
at Page Springs Cellars in the Tasting 
Room (he wanted to work in the 
Vineyard, now he laughs at that idea). 
He quickly came to love learning 
about wine, growing grapes, the PSC 
property and pouring wine for you all. 
He has told me on many occasion that 
this is the best job he has ever had. 
We think he is going to be a natural 
addition to the Wine Club team, 
please go to him if you have any 
questions or need assistance. You 
will find him in the Member’s Lounge 
Mon-Fri! 

A quick word from Chandler:

“Hi, I am Chandler Hammond, older 
brother to Kelsey (PSC Wine Club 
Manager), and I have been with PSC  
for closing in on almost 2 years. I am 
exited to become your new Wine Club 
Concierge, to better help with your
questions and concerns, and to be 
a regular face around the Member 
Lounge. My new found passion for 
wine actually began a few weeks prior 
to pouring in the Tasting Room, it 
started when I helped in the vineyard 
for two weeks at Colibri. Working with 
our vines under the intense June sun 
grew my appreciation and curiosity 
as to the effort and finesse that is 
put into every bottle of wine. I look 
forward to expanding and sharing my 
knowledge with each and every one 
of you.”

WINE CLUB WORD

Uncle Chandler and his nephew Sorin.



With both sides of my family established 
in New York City, my parents were part 
of the Back to the Land Movement of the 
70’s as they moved away from Metropolis 
to homestead in the Appalachian Moun-
tains of Virginia. I was born in the house 
that my father has been building for the 
last 40 years, of which at the time had 
no electricity and plumbed spring-water. 
Nelson County (just south of Charlot-
tesville) became an epi-center for other 
families doing the same thing and the 
area was transformed. An amazing com-
munity developed, and I was provided 
with an involved, arts-fueled, healthy 
upbringing that was a huge part of who 
I am today. Within this time, I developed 
a serious love for the sport of soccer that 
has yet to dull. This passion led to tour-
ing internationally with my high school 
team, notable recognition as an individ-
ual player, and eventually an out-of-state 
college scholarship. Little did I know, this 
scholarship would eventually lead me to 
working at Page Springs Cellars!

At age 17, I moved to Asheville, North 
Carolina to pursue my soccer career 
at the collegiate level (and further my 
general education, although it was not 
prioritized at the time). I attended a 
private school called Warren Wilson 
College (WWC), that would become 
another huge influence on my develop-
ment as an individual. WWC is one of the 
most sustainable schools in our country, 
where eco-efforts are built into every 
single component, as a wholistic ethos. 
The school also operates on a triad 
program, where students develop trade 
skills, and incorporate community service 
alongside formal education. Unknowing 
at the time, all three skill-sets that would 
later apply directly to my profession. 
The triad system was culturally in-line 
with my upbringing but truly shaped the 
way my brain currently operates. At the 
same time, I was still pursuing a career in 
soccer as the captain of our team. I finish 
school with two degrees, an applicable 
trade as a welder, 100+ hours of commu-
nity service, and the designation of an 
‘All-American’ athlete. (Precursor: I also 
left with a girlfriend from the small town 
of Cottonwood, AZ). As many doors 
as that opened, I was still an athlete at 
heart. After playing at the semi-pro and 
professional level, an unexpected preg-
nancy led to a major shift in direction 
and dreams. A move to South Carolina to

Manager, to Brand Manager, to Director 
of Sales & Marketing. All while acting as 
our in-house Artist, designing our labels, 
and directing our annual music festival 
Tilted Earth. As the in-house resume 
reflects, I am both ambitious and dynam-
ic as a thinker. PSC has done nothing but 
fuel this fire and enable my growth as a 
human, while developing and honing my 
sense of professionalism. My trajectory 
within the company continues towards 
new exciting things around the corner, as 
my drive to progress has yet to recede. 
The next step is a story for another day. 

At this point, I have roughly lived a third 
of my life in Arizona working at Page 
Springs Cellars. A once self-identified 
‘east-coast athlete’, I now find myself 
completely at home in the heart of the 
Verde Valley, working for the best winery 
in the state, with the best team, in such 
a stunning place for an incredible family. 
PSC is now as much a part of me, as I am 
of it. In reflecting on my life’s path and 
what I thought would be. I wouldn’t 
change a thing.

play for the Charleston Battery, quickly 
shifted into a move to Cottonwood, 
Arizona for family support and a fresh 
start. Two kids later and I found myself re-
lating to fatherhood way beyond sports. 
My daughters (Alijah & Shiloh) quickly 
became, and still are everything to me. 
My 2010 move to Arizona provided a 
clean foundation to build upon. Although 
my intentions were to continue a sports 
career, I immediately found myself taking 
available work within the Arizona wine 
industry, leading to my employment at 
Page Springs Cellars, in 2011.

PSC could not have been a better fit. 
A family-owned business focused on 
sustainability and community, with end-
less opportunity for a driven individual 
such as myself.  I quickly became close 
friends with Owner, Eric Glomski and his 
surrounding team, and naturally set 
roots towards an invested profession. 
Continually driven to progress, I moved 
from vineyard worker (at a former 
winery), to PSC Tasting Room manage-
ment, to Offsite Events Manager, to 
Tours Manager, to Private Events 

by Luke Bernard
Director of Sales & Marketing

A Life Story Leading 
to Liquid Landscapes
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Luke and his beautiful daughters, Shiloh and Alijah.



TOURS
by Amy Rankin
Tasting Room Associate and Tour Guide 

Hello All!
I am soooo excited about so many things!  

Spring. Renewal. Growth. 

These words really resonate with me.
 First of all, I’m honored to be moving 
into the Tours Manager position. Lare 
has been a great boss, and an awesome 
mentor to me, since my beginning 
days at PSC. I have been inspired, and 
have learned a lot from him, which I am 
grateful. I am lucky to be able to grow 
in a company that I believe in, and let’s 
be honest, a company that is so rad! Not 
only are my colleagues and I growing, 
so will the vines. The apple trees are 
budding, and it’s only a matter of time 
before the rest of the vineyard wakes up. 
It’s soon to be a perfect time to book a 
Vineyard Tour and see (up close and 
personal) what’s all going on around here!

I’d like to share a little about myself, with 
hopes that it’ll encourage you to reach 
out, say hello, and let my crew and I show 
you around!

I’ve always loved being in the food and 
beverage business. Back in the day I was 
general managing cafes in Wisconsin.  
More recently working at a restaurant in 
Central Coast California falling head over 
heals into the wine scene. To having the 
joy of working at Page Springs Cellars for 
2 years now, fully immersing into a career 
in wine!  I’ve also enjoyed other fun jobs 
in my time, from packing parachutes to 
executing finish line food for race events. 
One thing holds true in my work: it’s 
gotta be with PEOPLE & it’s gotta be FUN!  
We on the Tours Team get to be out here 
having fun with the people, nurturing 
their knowledge on wine. We get to 
share all the cool things that make what 
we do special, unique, and delicious!  

When I’m not out touring around the 
property, you can catch me pouring wine 
in the Tasting Room, sipping and learning 
about wine with friends, or hiking the 
trails with my husband and dog.  Then if 
you still haven’t found me, I’m probably 
at home, reading, wine-ing, chilling with 
tunes, cooking up something delicious, 
knitting, woodworking, or planting 
things. 

As always, thanks for letting me share. 
Hope to see you around!

Our Offsite Events team has been 
growing and expanding - in many ways!

Stevy Woolf, one of our rockstar Tasting 
Room Associates has stepped into the 
Offsite Events world, taking over while 
our Offsite Events Manager, Elina Zavala 
has gone on maternity leave. If you have 
attended any of the past wine festivals 
we have taken part in, you will have 
seen Stevy pouring wine with her signa-
ture “Stevy Smile.” As Stevy continues 
to assist in the wine festival world, 
we are very excited to announce that 
we have another addition to the team! 

Elina and Jonny are excited to share 
that their daughter Isabella Loren was 
born on January 26th. Isabella has 
already made a visit to Page Springs, 
and you’ll likely be seeing her in the 
Tasting Room and future wine festivals 
very soon!
 
Elina and Jonny will be pouring wine 
this upcoming weekend at the Pecan 
and Wine Festival in Camp Verde. 
Isabella will be sitting this one out 😊
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Amy and Ronin at Cathedral Rock.

Johnny and Elina serving it up
at an Offsite Event.

OFFSITE 

EVENTS



2023 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
We invite you to join us for an exciting lineup of new events this 
year! We have held onto the favorites and added some new 
and interactive events to appeal to each and every one of our 
member’s. Mark your calendars to save the date and stay tuned 
via email for ticket sales announcements and more details. 

Wine Club Members

MARCH 10 - APRIL 9: Q2 Wine Release

APRIL 1 & 15: Scavenger: Impossible! 
Begins April 1, celebration on April 15

APRIL 30: Spring Inner Circle Only Event 

May 8: Gayle Glomski hosts a Hoop Dancing Brunch 

JUNE 24: Tilted Earth - Summer Solstice Festival 

JULY 8: Gayle Glomski hosts a Yoga Brunch 

JULY 22 & 23: Summer Movie Night 

SEPTEMBER 8 - OCTOBER 8: Q3 Wine Release 

SEPTEMBER 16 & 17: Wine Wars Competitive Event 

OCTOBER 22 & 23: Vin de Filles Dinner 

OCTOBER 28: Fall Inner Circle Only Event

NOVEMBER 10 - DECEMBER 10: Q4 Wine Release 

DECEMBER 2 & 3: Wine & Cheese Fair

Off Site
MARCH 18 & 19: Pecan & Wine Festival, Camp Verde

MARCH 31 - APRIL 2: Tempe Festival of the Arts - Spring

MAY 21 & 22: Wilcox Wine Country Spring Festival 

DATES TBD: Walkin' on Main, Cottonwood 

DATES TBD: Wilcox Wine Country Fall Festival

DATES TBD: Litchfield Park Art & Wine Festival - Fall

DATES TBD: Tempe Festival of the Arts - Fall

**More Off Site Events 
will be added and dates solidified, 
see the CALENDAR on our website 

for current information!

PRIVATE

EVENTS
Introductions

by Brooke Bates
Private Events Manager 

If you have booked a private event with 
us, attended a club event or gone on a 
winery tour, chances are that you have 
met the lovely Julia Matkovich! Julia has 
been working for Page Springs Cellars 
since December 2018, and has worn sev-
eral hats during her time here. She has 
worked in the tasting room at one point 
and currently serves events and is one 
of our knowledgeable tour guides, but 
since day 1, I have always referred to her 
as my “right-hand (wo)man.” The Events 
Department would not be the same 
without her; Julia is creative, optimistic, 
hardworking and knows how to think on 
her feet. She has brought impeccable 
design and enthusiasm to her role which 
has inspired more elevated events. Julia 
has a very special personal story and 
connection to Page Springs Cellars, here 
it is in her own words: 

“Hi all, I feel so privileged to be able to 
be a part of the passionate and talented 
team of people here at PSC. My story 
and love for Page Springs Cellars and our 
community runs deep.  I consider myself 
a Northern Arizona Brat; I was born in Oak 
Creek Canyon close to West Fork Trail and 
raised between there and Cornville, off 
Page Springs Rd.  As an adult, I've been 
able to live in many other areas in Sedona 
and the Verde Valley.  Even though I get 
to say I'm from here, it's never escaped 
me how magical and special this little cor-
ner of the world is and how beyond lucky 
I am to call this region my home. 

I often tell people that I’m an invested 
employee and that Eric and Gayle are 
never getting rid of me! In my younger, 
more mischievous high school years, you 
might have caught me sneaking into the 
swimming hole that is now visible below 
the river deck. Later, while enjoying 
the wine at one of the amazing small 
concerts held on the property, I met my 
husband, which led to us walking down 
the aisle here at PSC during THE MOST 
ROMANTIC sunrise ceremony EVER! so…
yeah…I’m invested.

This place holds a big chunk of heart, 
and I'm happy to say that I now get the 
opportunity to raise my little boy here, 
with my sweet husband and live the

Our girl Julia, 
giving a vineyard tour.

dream full circle by being a part of cre-
ating meaningful memories with others 
who visit. My investment in this property 
and the community that values its magic 
as I do, is renewed with every new thing I 
learn about what our community is doing 
to share and preserve its beauty. “

Julia & I look forward to working with 
you on your next private gathering at 
Page Springs Cellars. Email brooke@
pagespringscellars.com to create a 
special and memorable experience!
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https://shop.pagespringscellars.com/Calendar


in this RELEASE

Prima:
2021 Dos Padres Roussane: 2023 - 2026

2021 Tres Condados: 2023 - 2025

2021 Dos Padres Vermentino: 2023 - 2027

Friends:
2021 Colibri 174: 2024 - 2030 

2021 Mules Mistake: 2023 - 2025

2021 El Viejo Mundo: 2024 - 2029 

Family:
2021 Familia Rojo: 2023 - 2027 

2021 House Mountain 471: 2024 - 2028 

2021 House Mountain 471 Whole Cluster: 2024 - 2029

2021 Dos Padres Barera: 2023 - 2027 

Cellar Door:
2021 Colibri Grenache Hill Block: 2023 - 2028 

2021 Colibri Grenache Rose: 2023 - 2025 

2021 House Mountain 525 Co-Ferment: 2024 - 2029

2021 Familia Rojo: 2023 - 2027

2021 Dark Star: 2024 - 2030

2021 Colibri 474: 2024 - 2029

Inner Circle:
2019 Colibri Petite Sirah: 2023 - 2028 

2021 Colibri Grenache Hill Block: 2023 - 2028 

2021 Familia Rojo: 2023 - 2027 

2021 House Mountain 471 Whole Cluster: 2024 - 2029

2021 Santa Margarita Cabernet Franc: 2024 - 2030

2021 House Mountain 525 Co-Ferment: 2024 - 2029

PageSpringsCellars.com

Quarter 2 Recommended Drinking Windows
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